BAGJOURNEY API
Real-time Web & Mobile Baggage Tracking Solution
The BagJourney API provides a simple interface into the complex world of baggage management by allowing the
retrieval of the real time status of a specific bag or list of bags on a particular flight.
The API enables you to:

 Get a bag history of events that describe the journey of a checked in bag or list of bag using either a bag tag
number or PNR booking reference.

 Get a list of bag tags for a particular flight or list of delayed tags for that flight.
This innovative solution is a simple and cost effective way of delivering control to your passengers to enable them
to trace the status of their bags using either web based self service facilities or their own mobile devices. It also
provides immediate information to agents and ground handlers enabling them to deal efficiently with the
management of baggage arrival operations or delayed or lost baggage recovery situations.
With secure access to its own partition on the
SITA developers’ platform, the API can easily
integrate into the airline’s customer self service
and other handling systems, streamlining baggage
tracing and reporting functionality into existing
mobile and web based processes.
Powered by SITA’s global baggage message
management systems, the API can access the
widest source of Baggage Information Messages
(BIMs), meeting the needs of alliances and code
share partners as well as individual airlines and
ground handlers.

Key Features


Secure access to global baggage
messaging events captured by SITA’s
message distribution, processing and
analysis systems



Uses simple bag tag number or PNR to
retrieve real time baggage status.



Traces multiple bags associated with a PNR



Lists bags or delayed bags by flight.



Easily integrates with an airline’s customer
self-service and baggage handling
applications for web and mobile deployment



Developer friendly interface REST API
methods for quick and easy development
and deployment
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Operation
The current status of the baggage is retrieved by the BagJourney API from SITA’s BagJourney system which
processes and analyses Baggage Information Messages (BIMs) from the SITA BagMessage message distribution
system.
The BagJourney API delivers the current status of the bags - from initial check in to arrival at baggage claim which can be displayed to passengers on a web page or passenger’s mobile phone. Delayed baggage alerts with
re-route information can also be delivered either passively by email or SMS or by using push notifications to
registered Smartphone applications.

Bag Status at all Stages of the Journey
Using the innovative SITA BagJourney system, baggage is tracked at a number of points on the journey from
check in to pick up and delivered as status messages to the passenger via the BagJourney API.
The status of the baggage can be retrieved at check in, pre and post screening, sorting, loading and unloading,
arrival at transfer or final destination and even if it has been sent on a different or later flight

Single Integrated Baggage Solution
The BagJourney API is only one of the components of SITA’s highly powerful and fully integrated mobile solutions
platform.
By integrating push notification support with the BagJourney API, passengers can receive delayed baggage
notifications or real-time baggage arrival updates on their registered Smartphones.
Future enhancements will include integration with SITA’s WorldTracer® global computerised baggage tracking
system to provide additional functionality by enabling passengers to file ‘missing bag’ reports online without having
to queue and talk to an agent.
Open

Integrates with any customer self-service system.

Secure

Uses API approved key to authenticate API call validity.

Flexible

Can be used as a standalone bag tracking system or integrated with other APIs for a single
integrated bag tracing and reporting solution

Reliable

Highly available system hosted in multiple regions

Cost Effective

A managed service with cost and roadmap amortised by many SITA member airlines.

Innovative

SITA is continually investing to keep pace with new developments in mobile technology

For further details, contact:
Peter Drummond
API Product Manager
Peter.Drummond@sita.aero
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